8-Voice Polyphonic Synthesizer with Programmable Multi-Memory Plus Complete Brass and Strings Ensemble Sections.

The new Korg Trident is a super polyphonic ensemble composed of an 8-voice programmable polyphonic synthesizer with versatile brass and strings sections. Up to 16 different polyphonic synthesizer tone color program settings can be memorized for instant recall at the press of a button. Besides these you also have presets for the frequently used piano, electric piano and "claw" sounds. The versatile brass section is equipped with VCF, envelope generator and other modules so it can be used as an auxiliary polyphonic synthesizer as well as for more conventional brass effects. In the strings section, you have the very handy "bowing effect", along with ensemble, vibrato and an equalizer. You can also vary the attack and release times to obtain the precise effect you have in mind.

Another great and unusual feature of the Trident is the "keyboard split" capability that gives you for example two octaves of synthesizer at the bottom, and three octaves of strings and brass at the high end of the keyboard. In other words you can play on one keyboard what would usually require two. For even more variety and added depth, you can use the flanger to generate powerful flanging, phase shift and chorus effects. When you try the incredible Trident, you'll discover that it's more than having several keyboards in one—this advanced instrument is designed specifically to provide everything demanded in a live-performance keyboard.